The impact of atmospheric mineral aerosol deposition on the albedo of snow and sea ice: are snow and sea ice optical properties more important than mineral aerosol optical properties?
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Abstract

Knowledge of the albedo of polar regions is crucial for understanding a range of climatic processes that have an impact on a global scale. Light absorbing impurities in atmospheric aerosols deposited on snow and sea ice by aeolian transport absorb solar radiation, reducing albedo. Here, the effects of five mineral aerosol deposits reducing the albedo of polar snow and sea ice are considered. Calculations employing a coupled atmospheric and snow/sea ice radiative-transfer model (TUV-snow) show that the effects of mineral aerosol deposits is strongly dependent on the snow or sea ice type rather than the differences between the aerosol optical characteristics. The change in albedo between five different mineral aerosol deposits with refractive indices varying by a factor of 2 reaches a maximum of 0.0788, whereas the difference between cold polar snow and melting sea ice is 0.8893 for the same mineral loading. Surprisingly, the thickness of a surface layer of snow or sea ice loaded with the same mass-ratio of mineral dust has little effect on albedo. On the contrary, multiple layers of mineral aerosols deposited during episodic events evenly distributed play a similar role in the surface albedo of snow as a loading distributed throughout, even when the layers are further apart. The impact of mineral aerosol deposits is much larger on melting sea ice than on other types of snow and sea ice. Therefore, the higher input of shortwave radiation during the summer melt cycle associated with melting sea ice accelerates the melt process.

1 Introduction

The albedo of snow and sea ice has a large influence on the surface energy budget of polar regions, impacting the Earth’s climate system (e.g. Barry et al., 1993; Curry et al., 1995; Jacobson, 2004; Serreze and Barry, 2005). Shortwave radiation is a key factor in the radiative balance at high latitudes, influencing the large-scale dynamics and the snow and sea ice cover. Variation in albedo is linked to several factors, such as
the physical properties of snow and sea ice, morphology, surface roughness, thickness and light absorbing impurities (e.g. Perovich et al., 1998).

The albedo of sea ice is strongly wavelength dependent, owing to the light scattering and absorption of ice and brine. Previous studies have defined wavelength integrated and spectral albedos for a variety of snow and sea ice types (e.g. Langleben, 1969, 1971; Grenfell and Makyut, 1977; Grenfell and Perovich, 1984; Perovich et al., 1986; Buckley and Trodahl, 1987; Grenfell, 1991; Perovich, 1996; Wiscombe and Warren, 1980; Aoki et al., 1998; Hanesiak et al., 2001). Albedo is not only influenced by the physical structure of snow or sea ice but also by the amount and type of light absorbing impurities in the snow and sea ice (Warren and Wiscombe, 1980). Only small amounts of light absorbing impurities are needed to achieve changes in snow or sea ice albedo (e.g. Warren and Wiscombe, 1980; Warren, 1984; Light et al., 1998; Doherty et al., 2010; Marks and King, 2014). Indeed, mass ratios of less than 1 ppm are sufficient to reduce the albedo by 5 to 15% (Warren and Wiscombe, 1980). Light absorbing pollutants may be transported to the Arctic as fine particulate aerosols (Shaw, 1984). Once in the Arctic, the particles are deposited onto snow or sea ice from the atmosphere by precipitation or dry deposition (Fischer et al., 2007; Doherty et al., 2010). Dust from arid and semi-arid regions is the most important source of mineral aerosols in the atmosphere (e.g. Ginoux et al., 2010). Although gravitational processes remove larger particles (Westphal et al., 1987), finer particles can be transported over great distances and in some cases reach the Arctic (Prospero et al., 2002). The two main source areas of mineral dust deposited in the Arctic are Asia and North Africa (Pacyna and Ottar, 1989; Zdanowicz et al., 1998; Bory, 2003; VanCuren et al., 2012), with an estimated flux range between 1 and 21 µg cm$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$ (Zdanowicz et al., 1998). After mineral dust, volcanic ash is the second largest type of mineral aerosols found in the Arctic (VanCuren et al., 2012). Indeed, high latitude volcanic eruptions frequently emit large quantities of ash into the Arctic (e.g. Stone et al., 1993; Zielinski et al., 1997; Young et al., 2012) disturbing the Arctic's climate system. The analysis of core samples in Arctic sea ice has exposed the presence of volcanic ash through traces of silicate
shards and aged tephra (Ram and Gayley, 1991). However, the complex nature of volcanic eruptions makes ash deposition in the Arctic difficult to assess.

Soot and black carbon are known to absorb light strongly, thus reducing the albedo of snow and sea ice (e.g. Chýlek et al., 1983; Warren, 1984; Clarke and Noone, 1985; Warren and Clarke, 1990; Grenfell et al., 2002; Lee Taylor and Madronich, 2002; Jacobson, 2004; Flanner et al., 2007; Doherty et al., 2010; Reay et al., 2012; Marks and King, 2013, 2014). Field observations and modelling simulations have also shown that increases in dust deposition to snow lead to radiative forcing that affects the energy balance of snow (Woo and Dubreuil, 1985; Aoki et al., 1998; Painter et al., 2007, 2012; Zhao et al., 2014; Yasunari et al., 2014). However, although anthropogenic deposits in polar snow and ice have been well characterised, studies on the effects of natural mineral aerosol deposits are scarcer. Warren and Wiscombe (1980) modelled the impact of desert dust in snow, using a compilation of optical properties present in the literature. By varying particle size and concentration, they showed that the presence of dust reduces the albedo of natural snow at shorter wavelengths (300–800 nm), but the large absorption of snow in the infrared region means that the albedo of snow is insensitive to mineral dust in this region. Carmagnola et al. (2013) considered the impact of dust as well as black carbon on albedo of snow, comparing modelled results with in-situ observations. They pointed out the importance of dust impurities due to their higher concentration within the snow compared with black carbon. However, Carmagnola et al. (2013) measured small concentrations of impurities to fit their observational data set, and did not take in account a larger range of values. Although volcanic ash has a local and instantaneous impact on snow and sea ice, its effects have been described as similar to soot (Warren, 1982). Warren (1982) modelled the effect of increasing Mount St. Helens ash on snow albedo for diffuse incidence. The results show a significant reduction of albedo in the visible wavelengths, and unimportant in the infrared. Conway et al. (1996) confirmed these results by showing that volcanic ash can reduce the albedo of snow up to 50 %. Flanner et al. (2007) and Flanner et al. (2009) developed a model that provides albedo of snow for different concentrations of black carbon, dust or volcanic
ash, based on a two-stream radiative-transfer code (Toon et al., 1989). In the single-layer implementation of the model, SNICAR-online (Flanner et al., 2007), multiple snow types can be modelled by changing the snow grain radius. However, only a single type of volcanic ash derived from Patterson (1981) and combined mineral refractive indices as an approximation of mineral dust were used. Furthermore, SNICAR-online does not allow for calculations in sea ice. Impurities in sea ice have been considered by Light et al. (1998), who used a four-stream discrete-ordinates radiative-transfer model to determine how particulates (Saharan dust and sediments) alter the optical properties of sea ice. The authors analysed the sensitivity of albedo in relation to depth and thickness of a single dust layer within the ice, showing the importance of vertical distribution of deposited aerosols. Additionally, the effects of an increasing surface layer of snow containing a fixed mass of soot has been considered by Grenfell et al. (2002). However the study was limited to a single snow type and only a constant mass of soot. To the knowledge of the authors of this paper, no studies on the effects on albedo of multiple mineral dust or volcanic ash layers deposited at varying intervals in snow have been published. Studying the layering of mineral aerosol deposits in snow or sea ice enables to take in account the episodic nature of dust and volcanic ash deposition events. Moreover, the comparison of multiple sources of mineral aerosol deposits on multiple different types of snow and sea ice in an Arctic environment has not been investigated. Although Woo and Dubreuil (1985) proposed a characterisation of the relationship between dust content and Arctic snow albedo, the range of snow types and dusts was limited. Overall the understanding of the impact of mineral aerosol deposits on the albedo in the Arctic is hampered by the lack of comprehensive studies on the role of the snow or sea ice optical properties in relation to the optical properties of the mineral aerosol deposits. The work of Marks and King (2014) on the effects of the snow and sea ice type on the response of albedo to black carbon loadings suggests that the type of snow or sea ice is an important factor when considering the effects of impurities on the albedo of snow and sea ice. The conclusions from Marks and King (2014) led the authors of this paper to address the question of the importance of the type of snow
or sea ice compared to the type of mineral dust or volcanic ash when evaluating the impact of mineral aerosol deposits on albedo. No studies investigating the effects of light absorbing impurities on the albedo of snow and ice have examined this question.

In this work an atmospheric and snow/sea ice radiative-transfer model (TUV-snow) was used to investigate the effects of mineral aerosol deposits on snow and sea ice. The main purpose was to evaluate the impact of different mineral dusts and volcanic ashes on albedo. To do so, different mass-ratios of a selection of five different mineral aerosol deposits in multiple snow and sea ice types were modelled. The thickness of a single surface layer and the vertical distribution of multiple layers loaded with mineral deposits were then varied to explore the effects of layering.

2 Method

The description of the method is split into three sections: the radiative-transfer model is described, followed by a detailed section on the calculation of mineral absorption cross-sections and a final section describing the modelling experiment performed.

2.1 Radiative-transfer model

The radiative-transfer calculations of the penetration and reflection of light into snow and sea ice containing mineral aerosol deposits were performed using the Tropospheric Ultraviolet and Visible Radiation Model (TUV-snow), using the discrete-ordinates “DISORT” algorithm (Stamnes et al., 1988), as described by Lee Taylor and Madronich (2002). The model is a coupled atmospheric and snow/sea ice model that allows calculation of radiative-transfer parameters in snow and sea ice from the top of the atmosphere to the surface of the Earth and into a layer of snow or sea ice.

The model parameters simulating different types of snow and sea ice are controlled by an asymmetry factor $g$, a wavelength independent scattering cross-section, $\sigma_{\text{scatt}}$, a wavelength dependent absorption cross-section, $\sigma_{\text{ice}}$, and the sea ice or snow density...
Introducing three types of sea ice: first year ice, multi year ice and melting ice, as well as three types of snow: cold polar snow, coastal wind packed snow and melting snow. The optical and physical parameters of the selected snows and sea ice are based on field studies and summarised in Table 1. A detailed description and justification of these values can be found in Marks and King (2014).

The wavelength independent albedo of the surface under the snow and sea ice layer was fixed to 0.1 to represent seawater or soil. Irradiance reflectance at the surface was calculated to approximate albedo, represented by Eq. (1):

\[
A = \frac{E_u}{E_d},
\]

where \(E_u\) is the upwelling plane irradiance and \(E_d\) is the downwelling plane irradiance.

A layer of cumulus cloud was added to the model at an altitude of 1 km to provide diffuse illumination of the snow or sea ice surface and remove the solar zenith angle dependence. The cloud asymmetry factor \(g\), was set to 0.85, the single scattering albedo was set to 0.9999 and the optical depth was set to 32. The atmosphere was added with an ozone column of 300 Dobsons containing no aerosols. The distance between the Earth and the Sun was fixed to 1 AU.

The modelled wavelength dependent albedo was produced over a spectrum ranging from 350 to 800 nm with a 1 nm interval.

### 2.2 Optical properties of mineral dust and volcanic ash

The snow and sea ice were modelled as media which are highly scattering and weakly absorbing of photons. The light-absorbing impurities were modelled as absorbers only and it was assumed that the ice matrix provides all the scattering. The total absorption in sea ice is:

\[
\sigma_{\text{total}} = \sigma_{\text{ice}}(\lambda) + \sigma_{\text{mn}}(\lambda),
\]
where $\sigma_{\text{ice}}(\lambda)$ is the wavelength dependant absorption by sea ice or snow and $\sigma_{\text{mn}}(\lambda)$ is the wavelength dependant absorption by mineral aerosols. The optical constants of ice were obtained from the work of Warren and Brandt (2008). The calculation of the absorption cross-section of the mineral aerosol deposits was calculated based on the Mie theory (Bohren and Huffman, 2008) in the Mieplot program (Laven, 2006) using the BHMIE computation code (Bohren and Huffman, 1983). The resulting absorption cross-sections of the mineral aerosol deposits were used in the radiative transfer model described in Sect. 2.1.

To calculate the absorption spectra of representative mineral aerosols from a Mie Calculation, values of the imaginary refractive index, density, size and size distribution are needed. The values of the imaginary refractive index for different mineral dusts and ashes vary significantly with wavelength and the medium’s mineral composition (Tegen and Fung, 1994; Sokolik and Toon, 2007). Data on the typical wavelength dependant refractive index of mineral aerosols is scarce in the literature. A selection of three different volcanic ashes and two dusts was chosen from the literature to represent the variety of mineral aerosols deposited in the Arctic. The work of VanCuren et al. (2012), was used for Asian dust, Saharan dust, fresh volcanic tephra and aged volcanic dust plumes as the four characteristic sources of aerosols deposited at Summit, Greenland.

A representative value of the imaginary component of the refractive index of Saharan dust was calculated as the average of eight measurements of the imaginary refractive index of airborne Saharan aerosols from eight locations in the Atlantic ocean (Patterson and Gillette, 1977). The refractive index of a characteristic central Asian dust was taken from Sokolik et al. (1993). The dust samples that Sokolik et al. (1993) collected in Tadzhikistan, are a combination of airborne dust aerosols and surface dust. The imaginary refractive index of the dust aerosols were used, as they represent a better approximation of transported material. Three different volcanic ash sources were used, providing a variety of mineral and thus, optical properties. Two wavelength dependent indices of refraction of Mount St Helens ash from the 18 May 1980 eruption were obtained from Patterson.
The first sample, collected in Boulder, Colorado corresponds to the first pulse of the eruption and is characterised by a dark grey colour and a high absorption coefficient in the visible wavelengths. The second sample collected in Cheney, Washington has a pale grey appearance and a lower absorption coefficient by approximately a factor of 2 (Patterson, 1981). Direct measurements of volcanic ash optical properties are scarce. Therefore an estimate of the complex refractive index of Eyjafjallajökull ash calculated by Derimian et al. (2012) was used. The weighted combination of refractive indices of each aerosol component presented a good fit with AERONET data (Derimian et al., 2012) and was more realistic than the mineral dust data of Balkanski et al. (2007) that is more widely used (Johnson et al., 2012; Turnbull et al., 2012). The values of the complex refractive index of the aerosols as a function of wavelength considered in the study presented here are in Fig. 1.

For the calculation of the extinction coefficient of light absorbing impurities, the mineral aerosol deposits were assumed to be spherical. Based on observations of atmospheric dust deposition in snow on the Penny ice cap on Baffin Island by Zdanowicz et al. (1998), the size distribution of the aerosols used in the calculations presented here was fixed to a log normal distribution peaking at a diameter of 2.3 µm with a standard deviation of 2.1 µm. The size distribution corresponds to a mean value for long-range transported dusts and is similar to those measured in Greenland (Koerner, 1977). Particle densities of 2600 kg m\(^{-3}\) for Saharan dust (Hess et al., 1998), 2500 kg m\(^{-3}\) for Asian dust (Fratini et al., 2007), 2300 kg m\(^{-3}\) for Eyjafjallajökull ash (Johnson et al., 2012) and 1400 kg m\(^{-3}\) for Mt St Helens ash (Sarna-Wojcicki et al., 1981) were assumed in the calculation of absorption cross-sections. The refractive index of air was used as a surrounding medium for the Mie calculations in snow whereas values for pure ice (Warren and Brandt, 2008) were used for sea ice.
2.3 Calculation of albedo on snow and sea ice with different mineral loading schemes

Three types of modelling experiment were performed. Initially, the surface albedo of snow and sea ice was calculated owing to increasing mineral dust mass-ratios uniformly distributed in the snow and sea ice. To allow a fair comparison between the snowpack or the sea ice and the different dusts, the snow and sea ice was defined as semi-infinite, i.e. the thickness of the medium is large enough that the underlying layer does not affect the results. Secondly, the semi-infinite thickness was replaced by snowpacks and sea ice types with varying realistic thicknesses. Thirdly, the mineral aerosol deposits were constrained to layers in the snow and sea ice, as opposed to a uniform distribution. The third case reflects the episodic nature of mineral deposition.

Initially, the surface albedo of the different snow and sea ice types was calculated between 350 and 800 nm for an increasing mass-ratio of mineral aerosol deposits. Based on the properties of the snow and sea ice used in this study, a depth of 1.5 m for snow and 15 m for ice were found sufficient to achieve a semi-infinite medium. Assuming the mineral aerosol deposits were distributed evenly through the medium, their mass-ratio was varied between 10 and 10,000 ng g\(^{-1}\). Typical mass-ratio values on Baffin Island range from 78.2 to 193.2 ng g\(^{-1}\) (Zdanowicz et al., 1998), however much higher values can be found on glaciers close to volcanoes or on dust storm paths (Thorsteinsson et al., 2012; Schwikowski et al., 1995; Dong et al., 2014). Therefore a large range of values was included for completeness.

In order to determine the impact of different types of mineral aerosol deposits (with different absorption cross-sections), a semi-infinite snow and sea ice cover with a uniform mass-ratio of 100 ng g\(^{-1}\) for each mineral sample was modelled.

In a second step, representative thicknesses for each type of snow and ice were used based on mean values found in the literature. A depth of 40 cm for snow (Warren et al., 1999; Serreze and Barry, 2005; Kohler et al., 2006) representing a maximum spring Arctic value, 2.5 m for multi year and melting sea ice (Bourke and Garrett, 1987;
Laxon et al., 2003; Weeks, 2010) and 80 cm for first year sea ice (Weeks, 2010) were chosen. The albedo of the layer under the sea ice or snow was set to 0.1 to simulate a strongly absorbing medium similar to water or soil. Albedo, as a function of an increasing mass-ratio of Asian mineral dust, was calculated (discussed in Sect. 3.2). By selecting realistic thicknesses of snow and sea ice, a comparison of the impact of mineral dust on different types of snow and sea ice was performed.

In a third step, a surface layer of 1 cm of snow or sea ice containing 100 ng g\(^{-1}\) of Asian dust was placed on the surface of each snow and sea ice type. The underlying snow or sea ice was modelled as a clean medium containing no black carbon or mineral aerosol deposits. The thickness of this top layer was increased to 10 cm in 1 cm steps. The variation in albedo was represented as a percentage of change relative to a pure medium at four different wavelengths (450, 550, 650 and 750 nm). The effects of multiple layers in snow were taken in account, simulating dust deposition by multiple storm events between snow falls. For three different 40 cm deep snowpacks, 100 ng g\(^{-1}\) of mineral deposits previously placed throughout the pack were concentrated to 5 cm layers of 800 ng g\(^{-1}\). The distance between the five layers was increased from 1 to 8 cm with a 1 cm interval in eight different model combinations, alternating poisoned and clean snow. The albedo of the layered snow packs was compared to a clean snow pack containing 1 ng g\(^{-1}\) of mineral dust. Furthermore, the importance of buried layers containing mineral aerosol deposits was investigated by comparing multiple layers each with a dust mass-ratio of 800 ng g\(^{-1}\) to one surface layer of 1 cm containing the same mass-ratio of 800 ng g\(^{-1}\).

Finally, the albedo of three semi-infinite snow types (cold polar snow, coastal wind packed snow and melting snow) with an increasing mass-ratio of Asian dust and light coloured Mt St Helens volcanic ash, obtained from the TUV-snow model was compared to the SNICAR-online model (Flanner et al., 2007) for validation. Identical input parameters were used for snowpack thickness, density and the underlying ground albedo. The snow grain radius parameter was varied in SNICAR-online to fit three types of clean snowpacks to the output of TUV-snow. A snow grain radius of 85 µm was com-
pared to the cold polar snow modelled in this study, 220 µm for coastal wind packed snow and 1400 µm for melting snow. In a second step, increasing concentrations of dust and volcanic ash were added to SNICAR-online, and the results were compared with TUV-snow.

3 Results

The results are presented in three sections: the effect of different types of mineral aerosol deposits on albedo of polar snow and sea ice, the variation of albedo with increasing loading of mineral aerosol deposits and the effect of layers of mineral aerosol deposits in snow.

3.1 The effect of different mineral aerosol deposit types on albedo

The absorption cross-sections of the different mineral aerosol deposits have a similar pattern with wavelength, but differ by a maximum of 77%, as seen in Fig. 2, where the wavelength dependant absorption cross-sections of different mineral aerosol deposits are plotted. The variation in the values of absorption cross-section has little effect on the albedo for most snow or ice types. As Fig. 3 indicates, variation in albedo between the different mineral dusts and volcanic ashes does not exceed 0.0080 for snow and 0.0788 for sea ice. For semi-infinite snow or sea ice with a mass-ratio of 100 ng g\(^{-1}\), the variation in albedo between the strongly light absorbing Eyjafjallajökull ash and the less light absorbing Mt. St. Helens light grey ash sample is 0.0024 for cold polar snow at 450 nm; a wavelength where the difference between mineral deposits is the largest. For comparison, the difference in albedo at 450 nm between a cold polar snowpack containing 1 ng g\(^{-1}\) of Mt. St. Helens light grey ash and 100 ng g\(^{-1}\) of the same ash is 0.0036. Different mineral aerosol deposits have a larger effect on melting sea ice, where the difference in albedo between Eyjafjallajökull ash and Mt. St. Helens light grey ash reaches 0.0749 at 450 nm. When increasing the mass-ratio of mineral
aerosol deposits to larger values in the snow or sea ice, the importance of their optical properties becomes more obvious. The variation in albedo between 10,000 ng g$^{-1}$ of Eyjafjallajökull ash and Mt. St. Helens light grey ash reaches 0.0268 in cold polar snow (smallest change) and 0.1444 in first year sea ice (largest change) as shown in Fig. 4, where the albedo of different snow and sea ice types is shown for an increasing mass-ratio of mineral aerosol deposits.

The variation in the albedo of snow and sea ice is less sensitive to the type of mineral aerosol deposit and its optical properties than to the properties of the snow or sea ice themselves (Figs. 3 and 4). Indeed, where a maximum variation of 0.0788 is observed from a mineral deposit to an other, the variation between the albedo of melting sea ice and cold polar snow for the same mass-ratio of mineral dust reaches 0.8893. Thus, an important result of this work is that when considering the darkening of snow or sea ice, it may be more important to understand the optical properties of the snow or sea ice than the optical properties of the mineral aerosol deposits. Therefore, when observing the impact of an increasing mineral dust mass-ratio on realistic thicknesses (Fig. 6), of surface layers (Fig. 8) and of multiple layers (Fig. 9) a single type of mineral deposit was picked. Asian dust was selected, being the most commonly found mineral dust in the Arctic (Zdanowicz et al., 1998; VanCuren et al., 2012) but also being representative of the range of mineral aerosol deposits (Figs. 1 and 2).

3.2 The effects of increasing mineral dust mass-ratios in snow and sea ice on albedo

Figure 5 shows the change in albedo at 550 nm of an increasing mass-ratio of the two most common types of mineral dust found in the Arctic for three different types of sea ice (first year, multi year and melting sea ice) and snow (cold polar, coastal windpacked and melting snow) relative to a clean medium. The results presented here, as well as for Figs. 4–6 are for a wavelength of 550 nm, but are representative of the behaviour for a range between 400 and 600 nm. The change in albedo shown in Figs. 5 and 8 is calculated as the ratio between the albedo of snow or sea ice containing mineral aerosol deposits to larger values in the snow or sea ice, the importance of their optical properties becomes more obvious. The variation in albedo between 10,000 ng g$^{-1}$ of Eyjafjallajökull ash and Mt. St. Helens light grey ash reaches 0.0268 in cold polar snow (smallest change) and 0.1444 in first year sea ice (largest change) as shown in Fig. 4, where the albedo of different snow and sea ice types is shown for an increasing mass-ratio of mineral aerosol deposits.

The variation in the albedo of snow and sea ice is less sensitive to the type of mineral aerosol deposit and its optical properties than to the properties of the snow or sea ice themselves (Figs. 3 and 4). Indeed, where a maximum variation of 0.0788 is observed from a mineral deposit to an other, the variation between the albedo of melting sea ice and cold polar snow for the same mass-ratio of mineral dust reaches 0.8893. Thus, an important result of this work is that when considering the darkening of snow or sea ice, it may be more important to understand the optical properties of the snow or sea ice than the optical properties of the mineral aerosol deposits. Therefore, when observing the impact of an increasing mineral dust mass-ratio on realistic thicknesses (Fig. 6), of surface layers (Fig. 8) and of multiple layers (Fig. 9) a single type of mineral deposit was picked. Asian dust was selected, being the most commonly found mineral dust in the Arctic (Zdanowicz et al., 1998; VanCuren et al., 2012) but also being representative of the range of mineral aerosol deposits (Figs. 1 and 2).

3.2 The effects of increasing mineral dust mass-ratios in snow and sea ice on albedo

Figure 5 shows the change in albedo at 550 nm of an increasing mass-ratio of the two most common types of mineral dust found in the Arctic for three different types of sea ice (first year, multi year and melting sea ice) and snow (cold polar, coastal windpacked and melting snow) relative to a clean medium. The results presented here, as well as for Figs. 4–6 are for a wavelength of 550 nm, but are representative of the behaviour for a range between 400 and 600 nm. The change in albedo shown in Figs. 5 and 8 is calculated as the ratio between the albedo of snow or sea ice containing mineral aerosol deposits to larger values in the snow or sea ice, the importance of their optical properties becomes more obvious. The variation in albedo between 10,000 ng g$^{-1}$ of Eyjafjallajökull ash and Mt. St. Helens light grey ash reaches 0.0268 in cold polar snow (smallest change) and 0.1444 in first year sea ice (largest change) as shown in Fig. 4, where the albedo of different snow and sea ice types is shown for an increasing mass-ratio of mineral aerosol deposits.

The variation in the albedo of snow and sea ice is less sensitive to the type of mineral aerosol deposit and its optical properties than to the properties of the snow or sea ice themselves (Figs. 3 and 4). Indeed, where a maximum variation of 0.0788 is observed from a mineral deposit to an other, the variation between the albedo of melting sea ice and cold polar snow for the same mass-ratio of mineral dust reaches 0.8893. Thus, an important result of this work is that when considering the darkening of snow or sea ice, it may be more important to understand the optical properties of the snow or sea ice than the optical properties of the mineral aerosol deposits. Therefore, when observing the impact of an increasing mineral dust mass-ratio on realistic thicknesses (Fig. 6), of surface layers (Fig. 8) and of multiple layers (Fig. 9) a single type of mineral deposit was picked. Asian dust was selected, being the most commonly found mineral dust in the Arctic (Zdanowicz et al., 1998; VanCuren et al., 2012) but also being representative of the range of mineral aerosol deposits (Figs. 1 and 2).
deposits and albedo calculated with a snow or sea ice containing mineral aerosol deposits at a mass-ratio of 1 ng g\(^{-1}\). Similarly to black carbon (Marks and King, 2014), mineral dust deposits have a larger impact on the albedo of sea ice than snow, with melting sea ice being the most sensitive medium. The relative change in albedo as a function of mineral dust is 87\% larger for melting sea ice than a cold polar snowpack for mass-ratio of 10,000 ng g\(^{-1}\) of mineral dust (Fig. 5). However, such mass-ratios of dust are rare in polar regions (Lawrence and Neff, 2009). Such large mass-ratios are included here to allow for a wide range of applications (i.e. study areas close to aerosol sources, astrobiology and general cases). A realistic loading is below a mass-ratio of 100 ng g\(^{-1}\) (Zdanowicz et al., 1998), where mineral aerosol deposits only change albedo by up to 0.03. The decrease of the albedo of melting sea ice with 100 ng g\(^{-1}\) of Asian dust relative to 1 ng g\(^{-1}\) is 5.35 and only 0.12\% for cold polar snow. For smaller mass-ratios, the effects of mineral aerosol deposits are negligible in snow and small in sea ice: 10 ng g\(^{-1}\) of Asian dust decreases the albedo of cold polar snow by 0.002\% and melting sea ice by 0.52\% relative to a mass-ratio of 1 ng g\(^{-1}\).

Figure 6 displays decreasing albedo with increasing mass loading of Asian mineral dust at a wavelength of 550 nm with realistic thicknesses of snow and sea ice (Table 1). The realistic thickness of snow and sea ice prevents the snow and sea ice types (except multi year sea ice), from being optically thick. Using realistic values, the absorbing medium under the snowpack or sea ice affects the value of surface albedo. Table 1 highlights typical values for the different snow or sea ice types along with their e-folding depths. The snow and sea ice packs were considered to become optically thick at 3 e-folding depths, where over 95\% of incident sunlight is attenuated (France et al., 2011a). The decrease in albedo between a clean snow or sea ice and a snow or sea ice containing the same loading of Asian dust is smaller for realistic depths than for semi-infinite packs. With a concentration of 100 ng g\(^{-1}\) of Asian dust, the variation is smaller by a factor of \(\sim 0.97\) for a realistic thickness than a semi-infinite cold polar snowpack, \(\sim 1.18\) for coastal wind packed snow, \(\sim 1.91\) for melting snow, \(\sim 3.05\) for first year sea ice, \(\sim 1.02\) for multi year sea ice and \(\sim 1.97\) for melting sea ice. The strong
absorbing layer under the snow or sea ice (albedo of 0.1) and a thickness smaller than the minimal optical thickness for the realistic snow and sea ice layers explain a reduction in albedo and smaller variations due to mineral aerosol deposits. Figure 6 also highlights the difference in albedo decrease between realistic snow and sea ice with the same mass-ratio and category of mineral aerosol deposit. Within the snow, reduction in albedo is greater for melting snow, where 1000 ng g\(^{-1}\) of mineral aerosol deposits causes a 2.25% decrease relative to a clean snow pack, than for cold polar snow, where the same loading causes a 0.89% decrease. Moreover, warmer sea ice is more sensitive than cold first year sea ice, as a mass-ratio of 1000 ng g\(^{-1}\) of mineral aerosol deposits causes a 26.05% reduction in albedo relative to clean ice for melting sea ice and 9.71% for first year sea ice. The results presented in this section suggest that the type of snow or sea ice are more important to consider than the type of mineral aerosol deposits when studying the impact of atmospheric mineral aerosol deposition on the albedo of snow and sea ice.

When comparing the results from the modelling in this study with the output from SNICAR-online (Flanner et al., 2007), a very good agreement for the albedo of an increasing mass-ratio of volcanic ash can be observed (Fig. 7). The mean difference between the models (350 to 800 nm) is 0.0013 for cold polar snow, 0.0019 for coastal wind packed snow and 0.0050 for melting snow. With mineral dust, the models present a good agreement until 100 ng g\(^{-1}\). For larger mass-ratios, TUV-snow predicts a significantly lower albedo than SNICAR-online. The mean difference between the models when comparing mineral dusts is 0.0065 for cold polar snow, 0.010 for coastal wind packed snow and 0.023 for melting snow.

### 3.3 The effect of mineral dust layers in snow and sea ice

Owing to the episodic nature of dust storms and volcanic eruptions, mineral aerosol deposits can occur in snow and sea ice as layers resulting from these events. The previous calculations were repeated, confining the mineral aerosol deposits to a surface layer with a thickness varying from 1 to 10 cm, then to a series of 5 layers of 1 cm with
a spacing varying from 1 to 8 cm. Figure 8 demonstrates the relative change in albedo for an increasing mass-ratio of Asian dust in an increasing surface layer in snow and sea ice. The change in albedo is small: 10 cm of 100 ng g\(^{-1}\) of dust on melting sea ice induces a change of 0.47 % at 450 nm, 0.36 % at 550 nm, 0.26 % at 650 nm and 0.19 % at 750 nm relative to a clean sea ice. Although the mass-ratio of mineral dust observed in the Arctic is much larger than black carbon, the impact of the former on snow and sea ice is less important. Marks and King (2014) show that a surface layer of 5 cm of evenly distributed black carbon with a mass-ratio of 100 ng g\(^{-1}\) causes a reduction of albedo of 1.3 % at 450 nm for first year sea ice. The same layer, containing 100 ng g\(^{-1}\) of Asian dust only reduces albedo by 0.21 % at 450 nm (Fig. 8).

Figure 9 shows the effect of multiple layers evenly buried in a snow pack. Five layers of 1 cm containing 800 ng g\(^{-1}\) of Asian dust were placed in different 40 cm thick snow packs (polar, coastal wind packed and melting snow). The distance between the layers was increased evenly from 1 to 8 cm. Surface albedo was compared with a single 1 cm surface layer containing 800 ng g\(^{-1}\) of Asian dust and a clean snow pack. Figure 9 shows that multiple layers of mineral dust play an important part in the reduction of albedo, even when placed wide apart in the snowpack. Indeed, 1 cm layers containing mineral dust placed 8 cm apart continue to reduce albedo without the overlying snow reducing the contribution to zero. When comparing the results from Figs. 9 and 6, the difference in albedo between a uniform 40 cm snowpack containing 100 ng g\(^{-1}\) of Asian dust and the same mass of dust concentrated into 5 layers of 800 ng g\(^{-1}\) with an 1 cm interval is small: 0.0025 for polar snow and 0.0031 for coastal wind packed and melting snow at 550 nm. A snowpack containing multiple layers of more concentrated dust with a small spacing is thus likely to cause a similar reduction in albedo at shorter wavelengths than a snowpack where the dust is uniformly distributed.

As seen in the previous results, the effects of mineral dust are more important at shorter wavelengths than in the near infrared. At 550 nm, 5 layers at 1 cm interval containing 800 ng g\(^{-1}\) of mineral dust in cold polar snow cause a reduction in albedo of 0.68 % relative to a clean snow pack against only 0.10 % at 750 nm.
4 Discussion

The following discussion provides explanations of the results presented in Sect. 3 and a discussion on the limitations of this study.

4.1 Model uncertainties

4.1.1 Mie calculation

The composition of light absorbing impurities in polar snow and sea ice has been well characterised (e.g. Flanner et al., 2012; Kumai, 1977; Thompson, 1977; Warren, 1982; Zdanowicz et al., 1998). However, values of the optical properties of dust and volcanic ash aerosols remain scarce. Work has been carried out to measure the phase function (e.g. Dubovik et al., 2002a) scattering matrices (Munoz, 2004) and brightness temperature (Newman et al., 2012) of mineral aerosols, but, to the knowledge of the authors of this paper, comprehensive results of wavelength dependant complex refractive index measurements other than the data presented in this paper are lacking. When presented, refractive index data generally refers to mineral equivalents or weighted combinations of mineral values (Flanner et al., 2007; Derimian et al., 2012). Consequently, the study was limited to a reduced number of sources when choosing appropriate mineral aerosol optical properties presented here as model input parameters. However, variation between the type of mineral aerosol deposits has a limited impact on albedo relative to the effect of variation in the type of snow and sea ice, as discussed in Sect. 4.2. An array of mineral dusts and ashes was selected from plausible geographical sources contributing to the Arctic at present (Pacyna and Ottar, 1989; Zdanowicz et al., 1998; Bory, 2003; VanCuren et al., 2012). More importantly, the selection covers a range of complex refractive indices that can be applied to different study areas. The absorption cross-sections of the selection of mineral aerosols used in this study vary by a factor of ~2, allowing the model to be adapted to different areas affected by different types of dust.
In order to calculate the absorption spectrum of the mineral aerosol deposits, Mie scattering theory was used, assuming that the particles were spheres. Dust particles are known to be non-spherical, thus affecting differently the light scattering properties (Mishchenko et al., 1995, 1999; Dubovik et al., 2002b). Studies have focused on non-spherical particles in Mie theory (e.g. Purcell and Pennypacker, 1973), but due to the complexity of the interaction of light with multiple shapes, its modelling is very challenging (Nousiainen, 2009), and approximations have to be made. However, it is possible to calculate a relative change in absorption cross-section if a spherical Mie scattering particle is morphed into a needle or a disk. Bohren and Huffman (1983) proposed three equations for extreme forms of ellipsoids (spheres, needles and disks) allowing for the representation of the shapes found in mineral aerosols. Needles may correspond to glass shards found in volcanic ash (Johnson et al., 2012), and dust particles take on a variety of shapes amongst which flat disks can be observed (Mishra and Tripathi, 2008). At 550 nm the absorption cross-section for the volcanic ash may increase by a factor of \( \sim 1.20 \) for needles and \( \sim 1.53 \) for disks. The absorption cross-section for the dusts may increase by a factor of \( \sim 1.21 \) for needles and \( \sim 1.56 \) for disks. Whilst the shape of needles, disks and spheres is probably too limited to describe mineral particles, consideration of the particle morphology allows the magnitude of the effect of morphology to be estimated. The calculation is dependant on the refractive index of particles but the change in shape would be expected to cause a larger change to the absorption cross-section than the small difference in refractive index between the particles. The effect being multiplicative, the percentage of change in values can be applied to the mass-ratio values in the relative change in albedo (see Figs. 5 and 6) to correct for shape effects. The variations related to particle shape were not considered in this study, but a typical uncertainty is a factor of \( \sim 1.5 \).

Whilst calculating the absorption cross section of mineral aerosol deposits using Mie theory, assumptions had to be made to include the impurities in the snow or sea ice. The particles can be considered either in or on the snow grains constituting the snowpack, and in sea ice, the particles can either be located in the ice or in the brine...
The refractive index of air was used as a surrounding medium for particles in snow, considering that the impurities are external to the snow. In the case of sea ice, the values of pure ice from Warren and Brandt (2008) were used. The distribution of mineral contaminants in sea ice varies with depth and temperature, making it difficult to characterise their surrounding medium. After comparing cross-section absorption values of dust in brine (Maykut and Light, 1995) and in pure ice, the difference was considered to be negligible, with a relative change of 0.1\% between the two.

### 4.1.2 Snowpack or sea ice thickness

When modelling the albedo of semi-infinite and realistic thicknesses of snow and sea ice, the mineral dust was assumed to be uniformly distributed throughout the snow and sea ice. Such an assumption does not account for the layering effect observed in field measurements, but represents a mean value, easily applicable to a vast spatial extent. Layering effects were studied in Sect. 3.3 by looking at a surface layer and multiple buried layers. Although the configurations used here do not cover all the possibilities found in the field, this study presents an overview of an effect previously unquantified and can be adapted to particular scenarios.

Snow or sea ice thickness is an essential parameter in the calculation of albedo. It is also difficult to quantify, due to temporal and spatial heterogeneity. Sea ice has varying surface conditions, associated with depths ranging from 0 to over 10\,m at pressure ridges (Perovich, 1996). A detailed study would require individual cases with different layers of sea ice and associated thicknesses. Where snow is typically sufficiently optically thick to produce general results, this is not the case for sea ice. Therefore, a range of sea ice types (first year sea ice, multi year sea ice and melting sea ice) and their associated depths was produced in this study. To calculate the relative change in albedo with an increasing mass-ratio of mineral aerosol deposits (Fig. 5) and the effects of different types of mineral dusts and volcanic ashes (Fig. 3), thickness values large enough to guarantee a semi-infinite medium were used, allowing for the fair com-
parison of the effects of mineral aerosol deposits on the albedo of each type of snow and sea ice. When accounting for realistic thicknesses in Fig. 6, typical depths found in the literature were picked. The selection of depths used in this study are considered to be representative and the results can be calculated for any given thickness using the method presented in Sect. 2.

The modelling presented here has several limitations. In this study, the combination of different types of absorbing impurities that can be found in the Arctic, such as soot, HULIS, or black carbon (Marks and King, 2013; Warren and Clarke, 1990) was not considered. However, Marks and King (2014) have modelled the effects of black carbon in similar types of snow and sea ice to the ones used here and the effects of soot have been considered by Warren and Clarke (1990). Organic debris and algae, that have an effect on albedo (Grenfell, 1991) and may have been observed in field data (France et al., 2012), were not examined in this study.

4.1.3 Asymmetry parameter

The asymmetry parameter, $g$, was one of the parameters used to describe the snow and sea ice. A fixed value of 0.95 for sea ice and 0.89 for snow were determined, based on the values presented by France et al. (2012) and Marks and King (2013). In the two papers, $g$ was held constant and $\sigma_{\text{scatt}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{abs}}^+$ varied, based on the methods of Lee Taylor and Madronich (2002). Libois et al. (2014) advocate the use of a value of $g = 0.86$ when modelling snow. To gauge the effects of the value of $g$ on albedo, the scattering and absorption coefficients of the cold polar snow and the melting snow were recalculated from albedo and $e$-folding depth data, using the optical properties in Table 1. The calculations for the effects of Saharan dust were then repeated with the value of $g$ recommended by Libois et al. (2014). The difference in albedo between $g = 0.89$ and $g = 0.86$ was of 0.006% for a cold polar snowpack containing 10 ng g$^{-1}$ of Saharan dust, 0.009% for 100 ng g$^{-1}$ and 0.18% for 10 000 ng g$^{-1}$ and 0.01% for a melting snowpack containing 10 ng g$^{-1}$ of Saharan dust, 0.02% for 100 ng g$^{-1}$ and
0.93 % for 10 000 ng g$^{-1}$. Therefore, the results presented in this study have been produced without updating the asymmetry parameter $g$.

4.2 Effect of mineral aerosol deposits on snow and sea ice

Much larger mass-ratios of mineral aerosol deposits are necessary to induce a change in albedo, in comparison with black carbon or soot. In a similar modelling study, Marks and King (2014) found that for a wavelength of 550 nm, 10 ng g$^{-1}$ of black carbon evenly distributed throughout semi-infinite sea ice causes a 22.9 % change in albedo relative to a clean medium for first year sea ice, 11.2 % for multi year sea ice and 37.6 % for melting sea ice. To achieve the same change, a mass-ratio between 1083 and 1197 ng g$^{-1}$ of Asian dust would be necessary. However, larger mass-ratios of dust are found in polar snow and sea ice, with seasonal deposition events (Zdanowicz et al., 1998).

The calculations of the albedo of snow and sea ice in relation to different types of mineral aerosol deposits commonly found in the Arctic enabled the comparison between types of contaminants and between the different snow and sea ice types. The change in albedo induced by different types of snow or sea ice is greater than the type of mineral. The results obtained here show that snow and sea ice with a smaller scattering cross-section are more sensitive the effects of mineral aerosol deposits on the albedo, confirming the work of Marks and King (2014), who quantified the phenomenon for the same snow and sea ice types.

The wavelength dependant effects of mineral aerosol deposits on albedo are similar to black carbon. The results of this study present a a good agreement with the work of Warren and Wiscombe (1980). Indeed, the absorbing aerosol deposits mainly affect shortwave radiation. In the infrared, mineral aerosol deposits barely influence the albedo of snow and sea ice, as described by Warren and Wiscombe (1980) and Carmagnola et al. (2013). The effect of mineral aerosol deposits becoming smaller...
at larger wavelengths can be explained by the increasing absorption by the ice, that exceeds absorption by mineral aerosol deposits.

4.3 Comparison with SNICAR-online

The results of this modelling study were compared with the output of the SNICAR-online model. The two models are in agreement when the same mineral aerosol deposits in the snow are used. The volcanic ash in the model from Flanner et al. (2007) was derived from measurements of Mt St Helens eruption (Patterson, 1981), corresponding to the light grey sample of Mt St Helens ash used in this study. The difference in the results for mineral dust can be explained by the use of a different type of dust as input. SNICAR-online uses a combination of indices of refraction of quartz, limestone, montmorillonite, illite and hematite (Flanner et al., 2007), whereas the work presented here uses the refractive indices of real dust sources, which are more representative of the aerosols present in the atmosphere. Nevertheless, the difference in albedo for high loadings of different dusts shows the importance of the mineral aerosol type at extreme loadings. The comparison between the two models for other types of mineral aerosol deposits, sea ice or layers was not possible, as the features are not present in SNICAR-online.

In Fig. 8, the relative change in albedo with an increasing surface layer of mineral dust can be fitted with a linear regression. However, the relative change in albedo for media containing an uniform loading throughout is not linear. For small changes in albedo, the relationship between fractional change in albedo and dust mass-ratio is approximately linear. Although the loading is important in the surface layer, the total amount of mineral aerosol deposit is small compared to a snow or ice pack with an even loading of mineral aerosol deposits.

The effect of dust layers varies significantly depending on their vertical location and distribution of the dust layers. An increasing surface layer thickness only causes a small change, as seen in Fig. 8. At visible wavelengths, the effect of multiple layers of dust distributed through the snowpack has a significant effect on the reduction of albedo.
A 1 cm thick layer containing the same mass-ratio as the individual buried layers was placed on the snow surface (Fig. 9) to compare with the role of the buried layers. Even when spaced out with 8 cm intervals, the buried layers caused a 0.0034 reduction in albedo at 450 nm for cold polar snow where a 1 cm surface layer caused a change in albedo of 0.0017. For comparison, the same mass evenly spread out through the snowpack causes a decrease of 0.0012 in albedo compared to a clean snowpack.

5 Conclusions

The response of the albedo of snow and sea ice to mineral aerosol deposits is more sensitive to the type of snow or sea ice than to the properties of the mineral aerosol deposits themselves. Radiative-transfer calculations show that the albedo of melting sea ice is more responsive to mineral aerosol deposits than snow or first/multi year sea ice. However, larger mass-ratios of mineral aerosol deposits than found in nature are needed to induce a significant change in albedo, even for the more responsive melting sea ice. These higher mass-ratios are more likely to be deposited by single storm events on snowpacks thus forming alternating layers of polluted and pure snow. The thickness of a surface layer has surprisingly little effect on albedo, whereas multiple layers buried in snow have a larger impact than a uniform mixing throughout the snowpack. Amongst the different snow and sea ice types investigated, a melting medium is more affected by the radiative forcing of mineral aerosol deposits. The time of year associated with these snow and sea ice cover implies that solar radiation is at its strongest, creating positive feedback and accelerating the melt process further.

So far, few studies have focussed on the impact of mineral aerosol deposits, according more importance to black carbon and soot. This study demonstrates that the effects of natural pollutants need to be taken in account when investigating albedo reduction in the Arctic. Therefore, the community studying global climate change can use Fig. 5 as an input in general circulation models with very little computational effort, further reducing uncertainties.
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Table 1. Values of snow and sea ice used as input parameters for the TUV-snow model, based on literature values and detailed in the work of Marks and King (2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Snow/Sea ice</th>
<th>Density (kg m(^{-3}))</th>
<th>Scattering cross-section (m(^2) kg(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Asymmetry parameter (g)</th>
<th>e-folding depth (cm)</th>
<th>Typical depth modelled (cm)</th>
<th>Minimal optical thickness (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cold polar snow</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coastal windpacked snow</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melting snow</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First year sea ice</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi year sea ice</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melting sea ice</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Complex refractive index (real and imaginary part) for mineral aerosol deposits as a function of wavelength. Values are based on work by Derimian et al. (2012) (3), Patterson and Gillette (1977) (4), Patterson (1981) (1, 2) and Sokolik et al. (1993) (5).
**Figure 2.** Absorption cross-section values based on Mie theory calculations undertaken here. Particles were considered to be surrounded by air at 0° (a) for snow; and surrounded by ice (b), using refractive index data for ice from Warren and Brandt (2008) for sea ice. The size distribution of the particles used in the Mie calculation was fixed to a log normal distribution peaking at 2.3 µm with a standard deviation of 2.1 µm. The data was smoothed with a polynomial fit to remove the fine wavelength structure.
Figure 3. Wavelength dependant albedo of three semi-infinite snow and sea ice types containing 100 ng g\(^{-1}\) of different mineral aerosol deposits (Mt St Helens ash, Eyjafjallajökull ash, Saharan dust and Asian dust). The albedo of a pure medium (containing 1 ng g\(^{-1}\) of Asian dust) has been included for comparison. The \(y\) axis has different scales in each panel to cover the large range of values.
Figure 4. Albedo of three semi-infinite snow and sea ice types with increasing mineral aerosol deposits mass-ratio at 450 nm. The y axis has different scales in each section to cover the large range of values.
Figure 5. Relative change in albedo at a wavelength of 550 nm for an increasing mass-ratio of (a) Asian mineral dust (b) Saharan mineral dust (c) Mt St Helens volcanic ash (d) Eyjafjallajökull volcanic ash relative to a mass-ratio of 1 ng g$^{-1}$ throughout three semi-infinite snow and sea ice types. The values presented for a wavelength of 550 nm are indicative of the same behaviour for wavelengths between 400 and 600 nm.
Figure 6. Albedo of three snow and sea ice types with increasing Asian dust mass-ratio at 550 nm. Snow thickness: 40 cm, first year sea ice: 80 cm, multi year and melting sea ice: 250 cm.
Figure 7. Comparison between the albedo of three semi-infinite snow types with an increasing mass-ratio of mineral aerosol deposits computed with TUV-snow and SNICAR-online models. The dotted lines show albedo as a function of an increasing mass-ratio of Asian dust (a) and a light coloured sample of Mt St Helens volcanic ash (b). The solid lines show the output from the SNICAR-Online model (Flanner et al., 2007) using input parameters matching TUV.
Figure 8. Relative change in albedo for an increasing surface layer of 100 ng g\(^{-1}\) of mineral dust between 1 and 10 cm at 450 (a), 550 (b), 650 (c) and 750 nm (d).
Figure 9. Albedo of three snow types (40 cm thick) containing five layers of 800 ng g\(^{-1}\) dust with varying intervals from 1 to 8 cm. The dotted line represents a pure snowpack containing a dust mass-ratio of 1 ng g\(^{-1}\) of Asian dust. The thin line represents a pure snowpack with a 1 cm thick surface layer containing 800 ng g\(^{-1}\) of Asian dust. The thick line and markers represent a pure snowpack with 5 layers containing each 800 ng g\(^{-1}\) of Asian dust. The x axis shows the spacing between the 5 layers, varying between 1 and 8 cm.